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Overview

1. Review: HST detections of possible plume signals
– Initial detection in emission with HST spectral imaging
– Possible confirmation in absorption with HST transit imaging 

/ re-analysis of the statistics and systematics

2. Keck IR survey in 2016 and 2017
– First direction detection of gaseous H2O at Europa 

3. Possible effects on the magnetospheric environment
– Perturbations of fields
– Effects on particles
– Effects on mass loading
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1. HST detections of possible plume signals
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HST spectral imaging of atomic emissions

• Detection of localized 
emissions surpluses 
(highlighted in red on 
the right)

• Relative brightness of 
the H and O features 
consistent with H2O 
source

• Only 1 detection in 
20+ spectral images 
between 2012 and 
2019

• Analysis ongoing

Roth et al. 2014
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HST imaging in transit of Jupiter

• Sparks et al. (2016, 2017):
– Detection of anomalies (negative outliers) above the limb in 4 images
– Interpreted as local absorption by plumes in Europa’s atmosphere

• Giono et al. (2020):
– The limb features from Sparks et al. (2016) are consistent with statistical fluctuations
– The HST transit images do not provide evidence for plumes

image of the probability that the data are consistent with the
model for the off-limb region (we blanked out the Europa disk,
as there were known mismatches between the model and data
that were statistically significant, but which are not relevant to
the off-limb transmission study). The grayscale on the left-hand
image ranges from 0.8 to 1.2, i.e., black would correspond to
20% decrease in � §I I0 , or τ=0.22. If the probability is p that
the data and model are consistent, for a one-sided test, then the
image on the right-hand side is an image of −log10(p) scaled
from zero to 5.5, i.e., p range 1 to 10−5.5≈3.2×10−6.

For 512×512 random data points, we expect one outlier at
z≈4.47σ, corresponding to a probability of p≈3.8×10−6,

i.e., −log10 p≈5.4. For a 5×5 binning factor, the number of
independent data points in the image is reduced by a factor
25× and we expect to see one outlier for z≈3.7σ, corresp-
onding to a probability of 0.95×10−4, i.e., −log10 p≈4.0 (as
expected for approximately 100× 100 independent data
points). There are three images that have off-limb data points
within 1.25× the radius of Europa whose z, or equivalently
−log10 p, values exceed this threshold. These are the transit
images taken on 2014 January 26, March 17, and April 4 (see
Figures 15 and 16). The other images do not have outlier
candidates by this criterion. We now look at each of these
images in turn.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 5.
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5. Summary and Conclusion

The possible presence of water plumes emanating through
cracks in Europa’s icy surface is important for future scientific
exploration, as the prospect of probing the Europa inner ocean
for signs of organic molecules from space could lead to major
scientific discoveries. Several authors reported evidence of
water plumes in recent years, and confirming these results by
independent analysis of the data is therefore of prime
importance. The observations from Sparks et al. (2016) were
reanalyzed herein. Using their method, a similar significance
level for the negative outliers was obtained. However, positive
outliers with large significance were also observed around the
limb. Hence, an in-depth analysis of the systematic sources of
uncertainty was conducted to better understand the statistical
results.

First, we observed that misalignment between the observa-
tion frame and the model frame used to compute the z statistic
can offset the mean of the z-statistic distribution from zero
(note that this would also apply if an average of multiple
observations is used as the model frame). The location of
Europa in the HST frame is unknown due to the uncertainty in
the absolute pointing of the telescope in this observation mode

and difficult to estimate given the observation noise. A
deterministic method was developed to coalign observation
and model by minimizing the residual variance of their
difference in angular bins located above the limb. This metric,
called ò, is the minimum in a perfectly coaligned case and was
shown to correctly find a 1 pixel misalignment in 83% of cases.
Using this method, the disk positions, for which the results
from Sparks et al. (2016) were best reproduced, differ from our
best-fit location by at least 1 pixel in all three images. We also
investigated how the z statistic around the limb was distorted
by misalignment. This revealed that the offset from zero in the
z-statistic mean was three times larger above the darker trailing
hemisphere compared to the brighter leading hemisphere. In
other words, false detections (both maximum and minimum)
due to misalignment are more likely in the trailing hemisphere,
where most of putative plume features in the transit images are
found.
The distribution of the z statistic in the background, on-disk,

and around the limb was shown to have a width σz larger than
unity even after correcting for location misalignment. This can
be explained by the fact that the model does not perfectly
match the observation and introduces an additional uncertainty

Figure 10. Example of a purely statistical negative outlier seen in artificial data. The top row shows the model on the left (based on the ochz03dwq observation) and
the artificial observation (model + Poisson noise) on the right. The bottom row shows the one-sided −z statistic for three cases: no shift between the artificial
observation and model (left), shift of the observation to the east with respect to the model ([+1, +0]; middle panel) and to the northeast ([+1, +1]; right panel). The
red circle shows the location of the negative outliers, with −z statistic values of 3.8σ, 4.6σ, and 5.4σ, respectively, for the three cases.
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Limb “anomalies”
in HST images

Statistical outliers
in synthetic data

Sparks et al. 2016

Giono et al. 2020
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2. Keck detection of IR emission from H2O
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Keck Infrared observations (2016/2017)

Advantages of infrared observations
• Infrared spectroscopy allows direct 

observations of water
• Large collecting area
• Key Science Mission Support program 

through NASA/Keck TAC:
20 nights in 2016 and 2017

Program strategy and goals
• Search for key species: water vapor but 

also C2H6, CH3OH, CO, HCN, and NH3

• Longitude-dependent observations / 
Cadence
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Orbital parameters. These orbital plots show the longitudinal and true 
anomaly of each NIRSPEC observations (colored-coded bars). Characteristics of the HST/STIS 
detections15,16 are labeled and included for comparison. (The color-coding relates to the different 
observations shown in Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3.) 
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Orbital parameters. These orbital plots show the longitudinal and true 
anomaly of each NIRSPEC observations (colored-coded bars). Characteristics of the HST/STIS 
detections15,16 are labeled and included for comparison. (The color-coding relates to the different 
observations shown in Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3.) 
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Extracts
~650 km

~500 km

3100 km

2016

Cadence and coverage

~4 hr clock
(2.5 hr on 
source)

5 pix3 pix

Guider 
view
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First detection of gaseous H2O!
- 1 marginal detection of 17 observing nights

Measurement occurred at sub-observer longitude of ~140° ± 40°
(leading hemisphere), near apocenter (true anomaly ~159–176°)

Co-added residuals (and model) of 
the seven most significant water lines
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Orbital parameters. These orbital plots show the longitudinal and true 
anomaly of each NIRSPEC observations (colored-coded bars). Characteristics of the HST/STIS 
detections15,16 are labeled and included for comparison. (The color-coding relates to the different 
observations shown in Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3.) 
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3. Effects on the magnetospheric environment
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Magnetic field perturbations – local and in far-field
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Figure 2. Sketch of the geometry of the electric current system (red and purple arrows) for the analytic model with a
south polar plume with the radial extent rp . Europa’s solid body is displayed as grey area. The extent of Europa’s solid
body is rs. The currents driven in the interaction region are partially volume currents and partially surface currents. The
ionospheric currents are volume currents shown in the horizontal red arrows. The Alfvénic currents are volume currents
for a smoothly varying ionosphere but in our analytic model represented to a number of surface currents shown as
vertical red arrows. The thickness of the red arrows represents the different strengths of the currents in each domain.
Due to the north-south asymmetry, additional surface currents, which couple the northern and southern hemispheres,
are shown as purple arrows. The interaction region is separated in different domains (n, a, e, s, and p) with constant
conductances in each domain. Domain p represents the south polar plume, domain n and s represent the global
atmosphere in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively, domain a represents the region where the
wing-aligned currents are concentrated, and domain e the region outside Europa’s atmosphere where ionospheric
conductivities vanish. The different brightnesses in domain a represent the gradual decrease of the conductances away
from Europa in order to consider the decrease of the ionospheric density with distance from Europa (see Figure 1).
For a detailed description, see text in section 2.2.1 and Appendix B.

effect, the analytic model is also suitable to study the effects of the Alfvén winglet. We calculate the solution
for the electric potential and thus for the electric field in each domain for the cases when the plume is located
at the south or the north pole. The calculation of the electric potential and the magnetic field in the Alfvén
wing and the winglet for our setup is given in Appendix B.

3. Results

We now quantitatively investigate the effects of an atmospheric inhomogeneity on Europa’s plasma interac-
tion with the MHD model and the analytic model introduced in the previous section. With the knowledge
about the influence of an atmospheric inhomogeneity on the magnetic field, we will afterward compare the
results of the analytic and MHD models with the Galileo magnetic field measurements in order to investigate
if signatures of atmospheric inhomogeneities are present in the observations. All results are presented in the
EPhiO coordinate system.

3.1. Influence of a Local Atmospheric Inhomogeneity on the Global Plasma Interaction
For a first basic study with the MHD approach the atmospheric inhomogeneity is implemented at the south
pole of Europa and contains 50% of the total gas content of Europa’s atmosphere. A simplified geometry is
chosen here with the background magnetic field pointing in the negative z direction. The initial values and
atmospheric properties for the MHD simulation runs used here are given in Tables 1 and 2 denoted by “general
model I.” The induction in a subsurface water ocean is not included in the first step because it would generate
additional asymmetries in the plasma interaction and we are interested in understanding the basic influence
of the atmospheric inhomogeneity on the plasma interaction.
3.1.1. Magnetic Field and Plasma Velocity
Europa’s atmosphere and plume generate plasma flow and magnetic field perturbations, which propagate as
Alfvén waves away from Europa. The root cause of these perturbations are elastic collisions between the ions
and the neutrals, plus charge exchange and ionization, where the latter two are often referred to as pickup

BLÖCKER ET AL. ALFVÉN WINGLETS WITHIN ALFVÉN WINGS 10

• Local neutral density inhomogeneity generates local conductivity inhomogeneity in 
Europa’s ionosphere
=> such inhomogeneity affects the near and far magnetic field (Blöcker et al. 2016)

• Small wiggles in Galileo magnetic field data during E12 and E26 are consistent with 
numerical simulations of Europa’s plasma interaction that included local plumes
(Jia et al. 2018, Arnold et al. 2019) 
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Figure 11. Magnetic field components along the E25A flyby trajectory in the EPHIO coordinate system. (a) Comparison
between the Galileo MAG data (black lines) and the results obtained from the analytic model where a north polar
inhomogeneity in a global atmosphere (red lines) with rs = 1 RE , rp = 0.8 RE , Σs

P = Σn
P = 1.5 S, Σp

P = 4 S, Σa
P = 2 S,

Σp
H = 3.5 S, Σs

H = Σn
H = Σa

H = 0 S is considered. For further information, see Figure 10. (b) Comparison between the
Galileo MAG data (black lines) and the results obtained from the MHD model where a radially symmetric atmosphere
(blue lines) is considered. The red lines show the model results with an inhomogeneity at the north pole (! = 0∘) in the
radially symmetric atmosphere. The dashed vertical line displays the closest approach at 16:29 UT, x = 3.04 RE ,
y = −0.23 RE , and z = 5.79 RE .

We can not rule out that the steep gradient still contains a contribution due to a strongly asymmetric atmo-
sphere, e.g., due to a plume in the northern hemisphere or on the upstream side of the southern hemisphere,
since the jumps in the magnetic field data coincide with the location of the hemisphere coupling currents.
As we already discussed in section 3.2, it is difficult to separate between the atmospheric effect (i.e., the jump
in the vertical column density through a radially symmetric atmosphere at the limb of the moon) and the
hemisphere coupling effect in the jump of the magnetic field. High time resolution data would therefore help
to further disentangle these effects.
3.4.2. Europa Flyby E25A
The flyby E25A occurred at a large distance of ∼5.5 RE when Europa was located outside the plasma sheet.
Galileo passed downstream through the northern Alfvén wing nearly radially toward Jupiter. The resolution is
low compared to the other flybys with∼140 km between two data points and therefore insufficient to resolve
the high-frequency perturbations or steep gradients due to hemisphere coupling currents if a strongly asym-
metric atmosphere existed at that time. Since the flyby occurred in the Alfvénic far field of the moon, it is
not influenced by the effects of the ionospheric currents and therefore particularly well suited for the appli-
cation of the analytic model. The measured data (black line) presented in Figure 11 shows a perturbation of
the magnetic field in the negative x direction due to the bending of the magnetic field lines in the northern
Alfvén wing. The magnetic field signatures are better reproduced by our analytic model (see Figure 11a) when
a local inhomogeneity is included in the northern hemisphere in a global radially symmetric atmosphere
(red line). The atmospheric inhomogeneity is located at the north pole and has a radial extent of about 0.8 RE .
The conductance of the inhomogeneity (Σp

P = 4 S) at this location is more than twice as large as the conduc-
tance of the global atmosphere (Σn

P = 1.5 S). The values of the magnetic field along the trajectory indicate
that the enhancement of the atmospheric density in the area of the inhomogeneity is not that significant as
it is, e.g., for an inhomogeneity with " = 50% and Σp

P = 15 S as presented in Figure 7a. The contribution of the
denser north polar inhomogeneity and especially the ionospheric Hall effect generate the local perturbation
of ∼20 nT in By at 16:38 UT in our analytic model. Also, the direction of the perturbation of the Bz component
is consistent with the observed data.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2. Modeled and measured magnetic field along the E26 trajectory. (a–c) Each of the three panels illustrates the magnetic field components observed by
Galileo (black) as well as the dipolar magnetic field associated with induction in Europa's subsurface ocean alone (light blue). In addition, the modeled
magnetic fields from two of the hybrid simulation runs are shown in each panel. To facilitate the identification of fine structures in the magnetic field, each
panel contains only the results of two simulations. The vertical black line denotes Galileo's closest approach to Europa at 17:59:37. C/A = closest approach.

cides with the center of Europa. The Bx component observed during E26 shows a broad enhancement
between 17:59:00 and 18:05:00, associated with the bending of the field toward downstream in the south-
ern Alfvén wing. Superimposed on the main Alfvén wing signature is a double-peak structure (between
17:59:30 and 18:01:00) with a magnitude of about Bx = 150 nT at the two spikes and a minimum of
Bx = 25 nT in between the enhancements. The observed perturbation in the By component mainly consists
of a single, prominent enhancement of 100 nT near 18:01:00. The Bz component shows multiple drops and
enhancements during the same interval as Bx.

Blöcker et al. (2016) applied a three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic model with a single plume in
Europa's southern trailing hemisphere to investigate whether the magnetic perturbations measured during
E26 could contain any hints of plume activity during the flyby. With this model, Blöcker et al. (2016) were
able to qualitatively reproduce the outbound enhancement in Bx. However, their model severely underesti-
mated the magnitude of the Bx peak in the inbound region. Also, the width of the modeled Bx peak in the
outbound region was much larger than observed by Galileo. The model of Blöcker et al. (2016) could not
reproduce the observed By enhancement between 17:56:00 and 18:02:00. The perturbations in the observed
Bz component could not be matched in magnitude nor structure. Blöcker et al. (2016) ascribed the discrep-
ancies between model and observations to the missing ionospheric Hall effect and the radially symmetric
atmospheric density profile applied in their model. Their model was therefore unable to determine whether
or not Galileo had passed through a plume during the E26 encounter. Several other models tried to explain
the magnetic field data from the E26 flyby without inclusion of a local plume source (Rubin et al., 2015;
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Arnold et al. 2019 – plume in E26 flyby data
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LETTERS NATURE ASTRONOMY

We placed a plume in the region of Europa’s thermal anomaly11 
using the structural and density parameters consistent with plume 
properties inferred from the previous telescopic observations5–7. 
Our simulation assumes that upstream conditions are steady, with a 
background plasma density of ~600 cm−3. The strong upper hybrid 
frequency emissions in Fig. 2a indicate that the background den-
sity remained quite steady at this value until 12:06 ut, after which 
it began to decrease, dropping to ~100 cm−3 by the end of the pass. 
It is not clear whether the change of background density was a 
temporal or spatial feature, such as exit from a possible region of 
anomalously cold, high-density plasma referred to as a cold dense 
blob19. In either case, the density decrease should not have affected 

the analysis of the plume because it occurred only after the pertur-
bations we were focusing on had diminished. The region of abrupt 
large-amplitude fluctuations that we link to a plume lasted < 3 min, 
ending by ~12:03 ut, after which high-frequency fluctuations of 
the magnetic field are consistent with nominal background noise. 
For the purpose of this investigation, changes in the background 
conditions that were encountered about 0.7 Europa’s radius (RE) 
beyond the signature of the plume and some 3 min after the space-
craft exited the region perturbed by its presence should not affect 
the results. As shown below, the simulation reproduced the rapidly 
changing magnetic field and plasma density signatures identified in 
the Galileo E12 data.
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Fig. 1 | Galileo MAG data for the E12 flyby. Black lines show the MAG data. Green and red lines, respectively, show traces extracted from the MHD 
simulations without and with a plume included. Results are presented in EphiO coordinates, with x parallel to Europa’s orbital velocity, y directed towards 
Jupiter and z completing the right-handed system. The interval of anomalous changes (~12:00 to 12:03!UT) is bounded by vertical dashed lines, and closest 
approach is marked by ‘CA’ and a grey arrow. In the range used for these measurements, the MAG sensor digitization step8 was 0.25!nT. Between 11:55 and 
12:05!UT, one or another of the 3 sensors saturated at the spacecraft rotation period. This required special processing, which increased the uncertainty to a 
level of a few nT. X, Y, Z and R given at the bottom of the figure indicate the spacecraft location and its radial distance from Europa’s centre in units of RE in 
EphiO coordinates.
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Jia et al. 2018 – plume  E12 flyby data

Blöcker et al. 2016 – study of 
distant flyby / Alfven wing crossing 
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Effects on thermal plasma and energetic particles
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• Plume can cause local increase of 
bulk plasma density due to electron-
impact ionization of plume material

• Jia et al. 2018: Jump in electron 
density derived from upper hybrid 
frequency / Galileo PWS

• coincident with B perturbation during 
E12 flyby / consistent with plume

• Huybrighs et al. 2020: Plumes affect 
energetic particles via modified fields 
and charge exchange 

• Plumes possible sources of ENAs
• Galileo EPD data consistent with 

plume during E26 flyby

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved. © 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Hubble observations6,7 imply that plumes may erupt over a 
range of Europa latitudes and longitudes within the region of 
elevated nighttime temperatures11. Thus, we regard the location of 
the base of the plume as weakly constrained and take the location 
of the base as parameters. Images from Saturn’s moon Enceladus20 
show that plumes have complex structures. Their axes diverge from 
radial and there can be localized structures within a single plume. 
Assuming that Europa plumes may exhibit similar properties, we 
allow the central axis of our simulated plume to be inclined relative 
to the radial direction. The plume is given a conical structure and 
the opening angle and scale height are taken as free parameters 
(see Methods).

Based on the constraint on the approximate location of the 
plume imposed by the MAG and PWS data, a number of differ-
ent combinations of plume parameters were tested. The results 
presented here were extracted from the run in which the plume 
emerged from a longitude of 245° W and a latitude of 5° S, some-
what east of the plume imaged6 in a region with elevated nighttime 
temperatures (90–110° on Europa’s thermal maps11). The plume is 
tilted in the azimuthal direction by 15° and in the latitudinal direc-
tion by 25°. The location of the plume used is shown on maps of 
Europa’s surface features in Fig. 3. The central column density of 

the modelled plume is 3 ×  1020 m−2, which falls within the range of 
column densities (1.5 ×  1020–2.3 ×  1021 m−2) inferred from spectro-
scopic observations5,6.

The modelled magnetic fields extracted from the MHD simu-
lations with and without a plume were compared with the mea-
sured field in Fig. 1. The measured and modelled plasma densities 
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Fig. 2 | Galileo plasma wave data and derived plasma density for the  
E12 flyby. a, Electric field power spectra. The upper hybrid frequency (fUH) 
that establishes the electron density is marked by black dashed (from 
the previous study14) and solid lines (this study). A pink arrow at 12:02!UT 
indicates the central time of the magnetic perturbation in Fig. 1.  
b, Comparison of the plasma number density inferred from the PWS spectra 
(black dashed line from the previous study14 and black solid line from the 
new interpretation of wave emissions in this study) with the MHD model 
result (red line). The interval of anomalous changes (~12:00 to 12:03!UT) is 
bounded by vertical dashed lines and closest approach is marked by ‘CA’ 
and a grey arrow. The uncertainty in the inferred density is about 20% 
based on the spectral resolution of the PWS instrument9.

a

Jupiter

Flow
x

Galileo

b
Jupiter

Flow

Galileo

Fig. 3 | Location of the modelled plume on Europa’s surface. a,b, 
Perspectives from a longitude of 270°!W (a) and from above the northern 
pole (b). The surface features shown on the sphere were extracted from 
a global map of Europa compiled by the United States Geological Survey. 
The cyan iso-surface of constant neutral density illustrates the shape and 
location of the modelled plume, and the magenta traces show the Galileo 
trajectory. The green ellipse in a indicates the location of a putative  
plume imaged by Hubble6.
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Longitudes, H2O abundance and detection rate
- plumes everywhere?

• Detections so far indicate plumes at various locations with differing amounts of 
water derived and differing rates of abundance (detection rates, duty cycles):
– Plume detections reported during 2 of the 2 close (<500 km) flybys of Galileo (100%)
– Keck IR survey detected H2O on 1 of 17 observing nights

• So far, no consistent picture of occurrence/detection rate and locations! 

Galileo E12
(Jia+ 2018)

Galileo E26 
(Arnold)
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Mass loading from Europa – atmosphere or plumes?

2020-04-30 14

• Presence of neutral torus in Europa’s orbit 
suggested by observations of ENA’s and pitch 
angles anomalies (Mauk et al. 2003, Lagg et 
al. 2003, and later papers)

• Mass loading from sputtered atmosphere is 
sufficient to supply the torus (Smyth & 
Marconi, 2006; Smith et al. 2019)

• No indications for mass loading from plumes

Ø New HST/COS program: ”Confirming the 
Europa torus” (HST #15848, PI Roth)

Ø scheduled for 4th of July 2020! 
Ø possibly helps to constrain torus sources 

ENA detection near orbit Europa
- Mauk et al. 2003

Planned
Scan
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Summary
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1. HST detections of possible plume signals
– HST spectral emissions: Still only 1 detection of local surpluses 
– HST transit absorption: Re-analysis suggests that limb anomalies are statistical 

outliers

2. Keck IR survey in 2016 and 2017
– First direction detection of gaseous H2O at Europa at 3.1 sigma

3. Possible effects on the magnetospheric environment
– Studies suggest that different plumes (different location and amount of water) were 

present at both low-altitude flybys of Galileo
– Generally: Strength of effects of plumes on the environment much depends on

1. the duty cycle of plume activity 
2. the relative neutral gas abundance of an active plume vs the global sputtered atmosphere 
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